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Cutillo Public Meeting #3 
Cutillo Park / 210801682 

Date/Time: May 27, 2021 / 6:00 PM 

Place: Virtual Zoom Meeting 

Next Meeting: TBA 

Attendees: Kevin Beuttell (Stantec), Adam Fearing (Stantec), Lauren Bryant (BPRD), Christine 
Brandao (BPRD)  

Absentees: Absentees 

Distribution: Distribution List 

 
Notes: 
 
-replace female ginko tree 
-dog-friendly planting (hose bib for cleaning/maintain the turf) 
 
Concept 1: Full Court 
-“I think the Morton St. entrance would be used as much if not more than Stilllman if it were not used as a 
storage space for trash receptacles.” 
-“Concern that the court is in front toward Stillman street which gives more hiding behind it towards Morton 
street for bad activity since most people access  from stillman” 
-“Would the synthetic turf lawn be fenced in?  If not, a rubberized surface might be more practical given the 
amount of dog traffic.” 
-“I also like option 1, with no entry fence along the Stillman sidewalk” 
Concept 2: 
-“Would the synthetic turf lawn be fenced in?  If not, a rubberized surface might be more practical given the 
amount of dog traffic.” 
 
 
-rubber safety surface is more realistic for play to avoid dog use on lawn area 
-dogs will use the lawn to go the bathroom 
-lots of the design seems to engage the plaza 
-interface with the hotel? There was worry we were physically aligning with the design of the hotel 
-surface colors (natural colors are preferred) 
 
-do we need the play because there aren’t that many children in the North End? Preference for 1 court 
-play contained is more desirable to “keep it in its own play space” 
-I also like option 1, with no entry fence along the Stillman sidewalk 
-Increase passive space, less play  
-Synthetic turf seems less desirable  
-Quality can go up if we have less elements (lose one and boost the others) 
-Any design elements but fencing 
-Trash along Morton St. will make the upgrades worthless 
-Yes to removing perimeter fencing 
-Less intimidating fitness structure (potentially)  
-Be sure fitness zone has instructions and is universal 
-egress door gets use!  
 
-double use court (visually reads as two spaces) 
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-seasonal gardens? 
-water source for planting/maintaining plants 
-impact of shadows on plants  
-hose bib would need key 
-storage area for decorations (small storage box with key) 
 
-storage could be incorporated into a platform seat (top lifts off) 
-DeFillipo has storage incorporated 
- 
 
 
 
Approx. 13 attendees 
 
    
  
 
Phone:   
Fax: Fax Number 
  

Attachment: Attachment 

c. Cc List 


